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Ball Strut

JP 8-1/2 EDP Screw     

Clean the surface of the truck top edge . A
B

 B

Place the sponge seal the truck top edge.

 A



Spare part carton 

2.5m. Double Side Tape     Bushing

 Put the hardtop on top fo the sponge seal and align left and right

   properly. 

.
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Demister-switch

Fuse Relay

Housing

Room lamp

+

-

Dim/Brake

Defroster

Dim/Brake
WIRING  DIAGRAM

Align and adjust with 2 steps rotary
lock system.

CONNECT

Run the wiring kit and tie up with cable tie provided.G

Fuse

15A Demister

5A Roomlamp

Adjust the position of rear door latches both LH and RH by 13mm. spanner.
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Demister Wiring Method

Remove the boot set both LH and RH. 

Insert through the demister switch 
from the back to the front console 
and plug it back properly.

Run the wiring from the battery through the front bushing hole.

Front hole for wiring to go through

Battery

Remove the front console to install 
the demister switch.1 2

3
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Put the gas strut sticker on as per detail A. 
Install the weatherstrip over the rain channel edge and put along from RH to LH as per detial B.

Remark : Cut the end of weatherstrip 
in angle as per showed arrows and 
apply the silicone this area.

FG
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